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The TrustBar Solution



The purpose of this whitepaper is to expand on the inherent limitations and security short-

comings of existing centralised cryptocurrency exchanges and to elaborate on a growing 

preference for the decentralisation of the crypto trading process. 

This paper also highlights the unique transactional and security features o�ered by TrustBar 

– an evolving decentralised digital exchange that o�ers a unified interface and linked 

cross-chain environment that will allow users to transact all crypto-assets across a single 

platform.

The paper will show how TrustBar’s dynamic trading pairing system allows users the flexibili-

ty to choose token pairs, enabling users to trade from any crypto token to another token 

listed and available on the platform.

It will also demonstrate how, by virtue of being a decentralised exchange, user funds are not 

stored on the exchange, making these funds more secure than those stored on centralised 

exchanges. The TrustBar decentralised exchange will provide improved liquidity and a superior 

user experience. We aim to be the number one decentralised exchange by 31 December 2021.

The white paper provides an additional timeline and roadmap for the implementation of the 

exchange, including key details of a planned upcoming Initial Coin O�ering (ICO) and subse-

quent token sale. 

Abstract
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While only in its infancy, blockchain technology has already demonstrated dramatic fragmen-

tation. In 2017 alone, forks, squabbles and hacks have peppered the discourse. Bitcoin had 

two major forks in 2017 with the formation of Bitcoin Cash and Bitcoin Gold, while Ethereum’s 

switch to proof-of stake, or Casper, was also a major talking point among those in the know.

The market has also seen the launch of additional smart contract platforms, which will 

further aggravate the fragmentation, as each blockchain has native tokens that only exist on 

that blockchain. 

The snowballing acceleration in the trade of cryptocurrencies even has the global formal 

banking institutions somewhat nervous. Wall Street monolith JPMorgan Chase has, for the 

first time acknowledged the blockchain-based technology as a viable future threat to its 

business. The bank stated in its 2017 annual report that traditional payment processing and 

banking services could be disrupted by technologies, such as cryptocurrencies, which require 

no intermediation.

As the uptake of cryptocurrencies accelerates, so too does user appetite for decentralised, 

autonomous trading platforms that are unencumbered by the bespoke limitations of 

centralised exchanges. In fact, the very nature of cryptocurrencies attracts the speculative, 

pathfinder investor who is often deterred by the trade restrictions of traditional central 

banking systems and institutions. Such traders and investors seek out greater control of their 

crypto portfolio and frequently meet with frustration when attempting to trade.

Currently, cryptocurrency tokens are primarily bought, sold and traded through centralised 

exchanges. A centralised exchange matches institutions or individuals wishing to sell a 

particular cryptocurrency with other individuals or institutions wishing to purchase that 

particular currency. In doing so, the centralised exchange provides a platform for liquidity for 

the various cryptocurrencies. 

The exchanges provide the users with an account and wallet in which the funds can be held. 

Binance, Upbit and Bitfinex are among the most widely used centralised exchanges today.

In contrast, decentralised exchanges are not coordinated or managed by one entity but are 

managed using a smart contract on a distributed ledger that does not hold a customer’s 

funds or personal information. 

Introduction
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The exchange merely serves as a matching and routing platform for the trading of various 

cryptocurrencies. 

Blockchain platform VariabL COO Nathan Sexer describes a decentralised exchange as a 

“trustless” system that does not involve a third party holding customer's funds (1). In a 

February 2018 article on cryptocurrency news website Brave New Coin, Sexer says the 

automated process of a decentralised exchange ensures that the trades occur directly 

between users or through a peer-to-peer automated method or process. 

“Users’ funds are held in the personal wallet and not held with an exchange, hence could not 

be more safe,” he writes.

Restrictions of Centralised Exchanges
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Despite centralised exchanges remaining in 

common use, users of these exchanges are a 

prime target for online security hacks, as 

their digital assets and online information 

are stored in wallets hosted by the 

exchange. 

In a study published on blockchain software 

technology company Consensys’ website (2), 

Sexer describes centralised exchanges as 

“honeypots” for hackers, as they are respon-

sible for billions of trades per day and store 

most of them on their servers.

Hacking, in the cryptocurrency world, refers 

to the theft of a user’s blockchain password. 

Hackers primarily target centralised exchang-

es, as these exchanges store customer account 

records and wallets in central databases. 

The hacker identifies security flaws on the 

centralised exchange and then copies the 

database of private keys and customer 

addresses to obtain control of the user’s 

wallet.

Sexer describes cen-
tralised exchanges 
as “honeypots”for 
hackers...



One of the most high-profile hacks on a centralised exchange took place in 2016, when 

hackers took advantage of a flaw in the security protocol of the Bitfinex platform to steal 119 

756 Bitcoin valued at $72 million from the several customer accounts. 

According to cryptocurrency blog Rados, more than 980 000 bitcoins have been stolen from 

exchanges, which would be worth more than $15 billion at current exchange rates (3).

Users of centralised exchanges also remain profoundly restricted by the nature of trades 

allowed through the platform. These exchanges generally restrict which tokens may be 

directly bought and sold, forcing the user to place multiple orders.

For example, it is currently not possible to directly exchange a Neo Token, such as Red Pulse, 

for an Ethereum Token, such as Omise GO. Add to this the fact that not all exchanges list 

both tokens and suddenly an exchange of this type becomes a major exercise involving 

multiple transactions, deposits and withdrawals across several centralised exchanges. 

Recent security breaches of centralised exchanges 

Source: Rados (1) 

Crypto Value Exchange Name

850,000 BTC MtGox

13,000 BTC and 300,000 LTC Cryptsy

3,894 BTC Mintpal

19,000 BTC Bitstamp

7,000 BTC

USD Amount

$700 000 000

$9 500 000

$3 200 000

$5 100 000

$1 750 000

Date

Mar-14

Jul-14

Dec-14

Jan-15

Feb-15 Bter

120,000 BTC Bitfinex

523,000,000 NEM Coincheck

17,000,000 NANO BitGrail

$72 000 000

$534 800 000

$195 000 000

Aug-16

Jan-18

Feb-18
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TrustBar is a decentralised crypto exchange that enables an individual or institution to trade 

with another person or institution’s cryptocurrencies and tokens. The exchange allows for the 

transfer of value not just intra-blockchain, but also cross-chain, allowing the user to swap 

tokens from one blockchain to another.

The ultimate goal of TrustBar is to enable cross-chain token exchanges with a single click, 

through one transaction and on a decentralised exchange. No existing decentralised 

exchange currently o�ers this kind of functionality. 

TrustBar’s protocol is built on multiple blockchains and systems that support the use of a 

decentralised exchange. Using a smart matching engine, TrustBar enables the seamless 

cross-chain exchanges of currencies and tokens. 

The user will cross-link multiple wallet addresses on di�erent blockchains, allowing users to 

pay from one blockchain with a di�erent token/currency to that which will be received on 

another blockchain.

The market itself will be dynamic, allowing for the unlimited exchange combinations of tokens 

and currency options.

Importantly, the user is also the custodian of their funds, which is significant in two ways. 

Firstly, TrustBar o�ers an additional layer of security, as the funds can never be withdrawn or 

traded without their signature. Secondly, even if the exchange is o�ine, funds can be with-

drawn directly from the blockchain.

The result is a cumbersome, time consuming and costly process, as each transaction leg will 

incur a separate fee. There is also the additional possibility of deposit or withdrawal fees 

should the exchange not list both tokens. Even when an exchange lists both tokens, users are 

often limited in terms of the exchange pairs available. They are then forced to convert to the 

platform coin before being able to purchase the desired token.

The TrustBar Solution
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Step 1 User A deposits Ethereum tokens into the exchange.

Step 2: User A places a sell order to covert Ethereum to Red Pulse tokens.

Step 3:

Should there be no matching order – i.e., no other user wishing to swap Red Pulse for Ethereum – 

the smart engine searches for combination orders to fulfil this request. For example, our User A 

places a sell order for Neo to Red Pulse. User B places an order to sell Neo for Ethereum. User C 

places an order to sell Red Pulse for Neo. The engine matches the various orders by, for example, 

selling User A’s Ethereum to User B selling Neo to User C, who sells Red Pulse back to User A. 

Through TrustBar, the user only pays one fee for this transaction. The smart engine could also 

provide liquidity and a fair price through price discovery.

Let us assume a user wishes to covert Ethereum tokens to Red Pulse through the TrustBar exchange:

Cross Chain settlement
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c. Match Order

d. Update Ledger

Smart Engine

User 1

User 2

e. Withdraw OMG#1 Deposit NEO

b. Buy order NEO/OMG

a. Deposit OMG#4 Withdraw NEO

#2 Sell Order NEO/OMG



If an order is partially met or if the engine is unable to settle the trade, the trade will be ranked 

according to other buy and sell orders on the exchange and will remain open on the order book. 

The highest buy order will be ranked number one on the order book. 

To further enhance the user experience, TrustBar will implement a liquidity lake to ensure that all 

combinations have a base price, permanently allowing users to  complete instant trades. 

A liquidity lake is an application that will be used to provide pricing on the TrustBar exchange. The 

prices will be aggregated from several exchanges   and made available on the TrustBar exchange. 

This means that the user no longer needs to check all the other exchanges to find the base price. 

TrustBar will thus o�er a decentralised exchange allowing people to freely transact in crypto-assets, 

enabling economic opportunity and advancing the development of the blockchain technology. The 

development of TrustBar is based on three strategic goals: 

To implement a secure, interoperable decentralised 

exchange;
1

To set standards for a trustworthy decentralised 

framework, facilitating interoperability and creating 

a technical basis on which crypto assets can build 

and run applications, platforms and hardware 

systems to support a decentralised ecosystem; 

2

To enable collaboration by establishing structures 

and promoting participation to drive the develop-

ment of the ecosystem.

3
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TrustBar has architected a decentralised exchange that incorporates multiple wallets in an 

integrated protocol system that makes use of many blockchains. The TrustBar ecosystem allows 

for the plug-in of multiple wallets from various sources as well as cross-chain settlements.

TrustBar’s foundation is a fully decentralised ledger system that includes smart contracts and 

security protocols. The exchange acts as an integration agent that supports and integrates all 

blockchain wallets to the decentralised exchange.

• The real-time settlements of assets  

• Confirmation of trades through the blockchain  

• Assets are deposited in real time using rule-based programming

• Faster, cheaper processing

     • Automation and reduced intermediation reduces transaction time and costs

     • Increased transparency reduces reporting costs 

     • Reduction in trade failures by improved transparency and faster settlement

     • Improved trade accuracy

• Reduced transactional risk

     • Shorter processing time reduces exposure to market conditions 

     • O�-exchange storage reduces the exposure to credit and liquidity risks

TrustBar value-add opportunities:

Architecture of the TrustBar exchange



TrustBar will be created as a set of decentralised exchanges on each platform, initially allowing 

trading of tokens only within their native blockchain. Once su�ciently established on each 

blockchain, the integration process will begin with the aim of allowing cross-chain transac-

tions. The decentralised exchange will first be developed on NEO - the platform through which 

the Initial Coin O�ering (ICO) will be conducted. 

The exchange will also allow for the creation and setup of application programming interface 

(API) keys to allow external developers to build applications able to interact with the exchange 

platform and smart contracts. This will provide more liquidity and the best price possible for 

the token exchanges.

It may also be necessary to develop multi-chain applications, such as a Super Version of 

Metamask, that allows users to sign transactions on multiple blockchains at once. This has yet 

to be finalised. 
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Deposits:
Deposits into the smart contract will be split into two types upfront: Reserved and Available. 

This will be done via a flag or parameter at the time of deposit. Tokens deposited as Available 

will show in the user’s balance but will not be tradeable on the TrustBar exchange as the user 

will be the only one who can sign for them. Available tokens can be withdrawn at any time 

without any delays. Tokens deposited as Reserved can be traded on the TrustBar exchange. 

Both the user’s signature and the TrustBar signature are required for a user’s Available balance 

to be reduced. This constitutes a sell transaction performed on the exchange.

 

The user can submit a request to the smart contract at anytime to change Reserved tokens to 

Available and vice versa. Changing Available tokens to Reserved occurs immediately once the 

request has been confirmed on the blockchain. Changing Reserved tokens to Available can 

occur in one of two ways. The first option is with the user’s signature and TrustBar signature, 

which are submitted through a TrustBar interface.  The conversion occurs as soon as the 

transaction is confirmed on the blockchain. The second option is using only the user’s signa-

ture, which will incur a 90-minute delay. The 90-minute delay is to allow TrustBar to either 

cancel any open orders in the user’s orderbook or to submit orders matched o�-chain. The 

Reserved balance is then updated to reflect the true balance of the user.

How to trade on TrustBar

Trading
Trading, or token exchanges, will occur in TrustBar’s Channel Matching Engine. The user’s 

tradeable balance will be based on the user’s Reserved balance. The user will sign a transac-

tion signalling the intent to trade. The matching engine will then verify the signature and 

Reserved balance and then check other open positions for the token. 
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Why NEO first?
• The NEO blockchain was created to solve the crowdfunding issue, before the term ICO was even    

   coined.

• NEO Supports generic languages such as  C# and has very good scalability with dynamic sharding.

• The NEO Smart Economy will be bolstered by a world-class Distributed Application (dApp).

• Increased support and trading for NEO and NEO NEP-5 Tokens. 



Should all checks be successful, the trade will be accepted and published in TrustBar’s channel 

orderbook. Once another order has been found that will fill or partially fill the user’s open order, 

the Channel Matching Engine will sign and update the original order with the relevant details. 

This will allow for partial fills and to allow the user to cancel partially-filled orders.

Withdrawal
The user will have the option of withdrawing by submitting a withdrawal request directly to 

the blockchain or via the TrustBar interface. The user can withdraw the Available balance 

immediately via both channels. Should the user submit a withdrawal request with a value over 

that of their Available balance, but less than the Available balance plus the Reserve balance, 

they will trigger the Channel Matching Engine to perform a chain update. The update will 

entail closing all open trades for that token (if any) and updating the Reserved balance with 

any channel trades (buy and sell). Once the updates are completed and there is still a su�cient 

balance (Available + Reserved), the Channel Matching Engine will co-sign a request and trigger 

an immediate withdrawal.

Channel 
Matching 

Engine
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Internet of Things

• Device-to-device payments

• Automated operations 

• Grid management

• Smart home management

• O�ce management

Consumer

• Sharing economy 

Finance

• Trading

• Securities

• Wealth management

• Derivatives trading  

• Collateral management

• Supply chain finance

Payments

• Micropayments

• Business-to-business 

international remittance

• Tax filing and collection

• Know your customer (KYC)

• Anti-money laundering 

(AML)

Insurance

• Claim filings

• Claims processing and 

admin

• Fraud detection

• Telematics and ratings

• Digital authentication

Applicable Scenarios

Q3 2017 30 March. 2018 31 Aug. 2018 1 Oct. 201831 July. 2018

Ideation Pre-SaleProof of 
concept

Crowdsale

Strategic Roadmap

Conceptual 
whitepaper 
application 

development 

15 Nov. 2018 30 Nov. 2018 31 Jan. 2018 ... ...15 Dec. 2018

Liquidity lake 
beta release 

Mobile
application

Beta desktop
 version 

(to be announced)

Design roll-out 
strategy for other 

blockchains 
(to be announced)

Industrialise 
technology 

Develop 
operating 
model and 
governance  
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Trade Fees and Market Comparisons

Expected TrustBar trade fees in comparison with other exchanges

Token Sale and Initial Coin O�ering (ICO)

Shapeshift
/Changelly

Centralised
Exchange (Biance, 
Bittrex, etc.)

Decentralised
Exchange (EtherDeta, 
OasisIndex)

Low High

No No

No No

No Yes

No

TrustBar

Low

Yes

Yes

Yes

Hybrid

Name X
Functionality

Trading Costs

Max Trade Cost

Fee Discount

Trustless

OnChain Yes

No Yes

No Yes

Low

No

Yes/Sometimes

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Bancor

Low

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Limit Orders

Secure from Hacks

TrustBar has yet to set trade fees, but fees will be based on a tiering structure and discounts 

will be given for TrustBar token holders and volume-based trades. TrustBar token holders with 

over 3000 tokens will pay no trading fees. 

The TrustBar token sale will take place in August 2018. Only 180-million tokens will be issued, 

of which 108-million tokens will be o�ered via the ICO. The TrustBar tokens will run on the Neo 

blockchain and the number of tokens will be limited and will not increase. 

The token distribution allocation will be divided or split into 60% for the ICO, 20% for team 

incentives, 10% to the founding team, 2% for advisors and 8% to the community. 
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The token sale will be utilised to fund the following activities:

• 55% of proceeds will go towards operations and development, which will entail building the 

   TrustBar platform and integrating into the various blockchains and wallets;

• 20% of proceeds will go towards marketing, which will include the branding, promotion and    

   education of the TrustBar platform to attract users;

• 15% of proceedings will go towards establishing partnerships;

• 5% will be used for legal costs;

• 5% will be kept in reserve.

All qualified TrustBar token holders will receive a monthly dividend  from the profits that are 

generated from the TrustBar exchange. All holders of the TrustBar token as at the last day of the 

month will qualify for the dividend. All dividends will be paid in Neo to the wallets of the holders.

Any tokens that are not sold during the pre-sale and crowdsale will be paid out to the Community 

of Holders (CoH) over a period of 60 months. To qualify as a CoH you need to be holding 2 000 or 

more tokens , one month after the end of crowdsale.

Users who bought tokens during the TrustBar token sale will be permitted to deposit crypto tokens 

which will be used to provide liquidity on the exchange as part of the liquidity lake.

Example Distribution:

Tokens not sold = 30-million

Monthly payout = 500 000 (30-million divided by 60 months).

CoH = 10 000 members (all holding 2000 tokens)

Each CoH member receives 50 tokens.

Should the number of CoH member drop to 1 000, each member will receive 500 tokens per month.

50% of all transaction fees will be paid out to token holders every month with Holder’s paid twice as 

much as normal holders.
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Reserves

Partnerships

Legal

5%
15%

5%

Operations & 
Development

Marketing

55%

20%

ICO Token 
Supply

Team

Foundation
Advisors

Community

60%

20%

10%
2%

8%

Fund Allocation %

Operations & Development 55

Marketing 20

Partnerships 15

Legal 5

Reserves 5

Token Distribution %

ICO Token Supply 60

Team 20

Foundation 10

Advisors 2

Community 8
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Lillian Li - CEO

An all-round IT specialist with over 14 years in projects and management experience. Aca-

demic achievements include a Masters in Computer Science Cum Laude with experience in A.I 

research in and computer security.

Bheka Mchunu - COO

Crypto currency enthusiast with more than 18 years development experience in banking and 

manufacturing and over 5 years’ experience in the blockchain space, having mined both 

Ethereum and Bitcoin.

Mark Smith - CFO

Management consultant with 20 years’ experience in delivering projects and solutions and a 

blockchain enthusiast.

Luke Bowes – Lead developer

A passionate full-stack web and application software engineer with over 18 years’ experience 

in enterprise-grade financial systems. He holds a NDIT and MCPD from Microsoft and is a 

mobile application Blockchain developer.

Tiyapo Moseki - Designer

Digital designer well versed in user experience and interaction design.  

Natalie Greve - Communications lead

Widely published financial journalist and editor with extensive editorial experience covering 

the broader financial services industry and the banking sector.

Brendan Gibb - Developer

Skilled full stack developer with a strong focus and a keen eye for detail in developing solu-

tions of a high standard.

Meet the Team
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Due Diligence

This material is for informational purposes only, and is not a request, provision, nor o�er and is 

not solicitation to buy, sell, trade, or exchange any securities, deposits, or other financial instru-

ments.

All participants agreed to adhere to our privacy policy and terms and conditions. 

This document outlines as best as possible, without divulging too much Intellectual Property, 

the current vision of the Team, Community and Advisors (We). As much as the We believe that 

this vision is achievable in the outlined timelines, unexpected things do happen. There are risks 

and rewards that need to be weighed carefully prior to participating and becoming part of this 

exciting vision. It is impossible to predict what will happen; a state of the art platform could be 

built and never gain popularity, or a new movement in the blockchain space can be formed. We 

can give no formal assurance, guarantee, or warranty that the vision and statements in this 

paper can be achieved as set out, as they are based on our current beliefs and assumptions. 

The paper contains features and functionality that represent our vision, for which we can 

provide no warranty of being realised in future exactly as detailed in this document or at all. 

Various factors such as regulation, licence requirements, patent issues and others could prevent 

this vision from being realised. We cannot be held responsible for any unforeseen issues, 

whether preventable or not.

Participants acknowledge that this is not an investment of any sort, in any company or founda-

tion with the promise to deliver on anything laid out in this paper or not. The tokens have no 

current or future value, inherent or otherwise. There is no promise of future payments being 

achieved and/or maintained. The platform itself may never be built or may be built but may 

lack enough adoption or may never work as intended. 

The cryptocurrency and blockchain is still in its infancy and is changing at a rapid pace. There 

are still many changes that are going to happen whether driven by the communities, technolo-

gy, regulation, competition, or governments. The proceeds received may be spent in any way 

without any conditions being imposed by anyone. 
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We plan to work very hard in pursuit of this vision and for the greater benefit of the crypto-

currency community, however, none of this may ever come true. Anything can change, and as 

much as we plan to keep the Advisors and community updated on any changes and growth, 

we make no undertaking to do so.

1. https://bravenewcoin.com/news/state-of-decentralized-exchanges-2018/

2. https://media.consensys.net/state-of-decentralized-exchanges-2018-276dad340c79

3. https://rados.io/list-of-documented-exchange-hacks/

4. https://bitcoinexchangeguide.com/top-cryptocurrency-theft-hacks/
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